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Extended Mop-up round for Dental seats - offline seat allotm ent

- 2017

As per the directions of the Government, extended mop-up round will be conducted
on 06-09-2017 for Dental seats which are cancelled

/

vacant seats. The candidates who

have qualified in NEET-2017 and who have NOT been allotted dental seat through KEA or at

All India

/

DGHS or from any board

/

agency are eligible

to

participate. Further, the

candidates who have not registered earlier through online for KEA can also participate in the

dental seat'allotment by registering online and by paying the prescribed fees.

.

Those who are interested in dental seats and not registered already with KEA have to
compulsorily apply online from 2.00 p.m. on 01-09-2017 to up to 2.00 pm on 05-09-2017
by selecting the appropriate link on the KEA Website http://kea.kar.nic.in

.

Those who register afresh through online have to attend offline counselling at KEA, on

06-09-20'17 with

all the

necessary original documents and one set

of

attested

photocopies. Refer UG NEET-2017 brochure hosted on the KEA Website, regarding
submission of original documents.

.

Those who have already verified their original documents have

to attend the offline

counselling with the verification slip issued by KEA.

.

Offline counselling will be conducted on 06-09-2017 from 10.30 am

to

1.30 pm at

Karnataka Examinations Authority, 18th Cross, Malleswaram, Bangalore and Reporting
time for offline counselling is at

-

10.00 a.m.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Counselling will be stopped once the seats are exhausted. Therefore candidates /
parents are informed to cheok the availability of seats.

2,

The candidates have to be present personally for counselling process; no one can
represent the candidate under any circumstances.

3.

The candidates have to compulsorily pay the prescribed fees in the form of demand

draft drawn in favour of "The Executive Director, KEA" payable at Bangalore.
Candidates can bring multiple demand drafts. Online payment or Cheques or Cash is

not allowed. Candidates will not be allowed to select the seats without the demand
drafts for the required fees.

4.

lf any seats gets cancelled / surrendered or become vacant for any reason will

be

considered for allotment in the respective category only.

5.

After completion of the seat allotment if any Government reserved seat remains unallotted after exhausting the last rank, then those seats will be conveded and offered
to eligible candidates as per rules.

6. All other instructions

/ orders issued by Apex Bodies / Government will imply.
sd/Executive Director.

